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BiO:
Antiguan and Barbudan writer Joanne C. Hillhouse was named in a 2018 article by award winning
Guadeloupe writer Gerty Dambury on Literary Hub as one of ‘10 Female Caribbean Authors You Should
Know and Add to Your American Lit Syllabus’. She has authored six books of fiction in different genres
one of which (With Grace, a picture book) was a 2017 pick for the United States Virgin Islands
Governor’s Summer Read Challenge, while the other picture book (Lost! A Caribbean Sea Adventure) has
been translated in to Spanish (¡perdida! Una Aventura En El Mar Caribe). Two of her books (The Boy
from Willow Bend, a coming of age novella, and Musical Youth, an inaugural (2014) finalist for the Burt
Award for teen/young adult Caribbean fiction) are on schools reading list in Antigua and Barbuda and a
couple of other Caribbean islands. Oh Gad!, an adult contemporary novel, was recommended on NPR.
Joanne has served on the judging panel for the Caribbean leg of the CODE/Burt award, and organized
and facilitated a CODE-sponsored workshop in Antigua, and served as a mentor for the Africa leg. She
has a BA in Mass Communications, worked for several years as a journalist, and now freelances as a
writer, editor, writing coach, and workshop/course facilitator. She has participated in festivals in various
parts of the world – including the Congress of Caribbean Writers in Guadeloupe, Aye Write! in Scotland,
and the PEN World Voices Festival and Brooklyn Book Festival in in New York. Her fiction and poetry
have appeared in several Caribbean and international journals, and she’s received several awards and
fellowships, including the 2008 Michael and Marilee Fairbanks International Fellowship to the US’

“oldest and most prestigious” writing conference, Breadloaf. In 2004, she founded the Wadadli Youth
Pen Prize to nurture and showcase the literary arts in Antigua and Barbuda.

(With writers like actress Annie Potts and poet J. Ivy at the Anguilla Lit Fest, 2015)
Articles featuring Joanne C. Hillhouse:
Bookworm: Joanne C. Hillhouse (audio interview at UR Skola) https://urskola.se/Produkter/190058Bookworm-Joanne-C-Hillhouse
Leaving Home: 10 Books about Exile and Displacement (by author A. Naomi Jackson at the American
Scholar) https://theamericanscholar.org/leaving-home/#.WrYUkGYm7IU
We Spoke with Joanne C. Hillhouse about Her Writing and Antiguan and Barbudan Literary Culture (at
the Culture Trip) https://theculturetrip.com/caribbean/antigua-barbuda/articles/we-spoke-with-joannec-hillhouse-about-her-writing-and-antiguan-barbuda-literary-culture
See Joanne C. Hillhouse’s Media Page for a full break down of interviews, article spotlights, and more.
Writings by Joanne C. Hillhouse – including freelance feature writing samples and creative works:
Atlantic Wide – and other articles (non-fiction, Caribbean Beat) http://www.caribbeanbeat.com/author/joanne-c-hillhouse#axzz5AeZPrstX
Ghosts Lament (poem, Small Axe) http://smallaxe.net/sxsalon/poetry-prose/poem-joanne-c-hillhouse

The Other Daughter (fiction, Adda) http://www.addastories.org/the-other-daughter
Papa Jumbie (flash fiction, Akashic Books) http://www.akashicbooks.com/papa-jumbie-by-joanne-chillhouse
Barbuda’s Hurricane Irma Story is about Devastation and Resilience (non-fiction, Huffington Post)
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/opinion-hillhouse-hurricane-irmabarbuda_us_5b893d98e4b0162f47224972
Blogger on Book V – Wide Sargasso Sea by Jean Rhys (blog/review, Jhohadli)
https://jhohadli.wordpress.com/joannes-extra-ness/blogger-on-books-v/blogger-on-books-v-widesargasso-sea-by-jean-rhys
Joanne C. Hillhouse has written for Essence, Writer’s Digest, among others. Read more writing samples.
As a freelancer, she has worked on a wide range of projects. See a sampling of projects and publications.
As a creative writer, she has published fiction and poetry in the Caribbean and beyond. Links here.
Reviews of Books by Joanne C. Hillhouse:
“Overall Hillhouse presents an engaging account of the complications of Caribbean life and a crosscultural, inter-racial romance.” – Fiona Raye Clarke, Broken Pencil on Dancing Nude in the Moonlight
10th Anniversary Edition and Other Writings
"There's such an authenticity to her story. I immediately knew the people, the characters she wrote
about." – Elizabeth Nunez, NPR on ‘Oh Gad!’
“An appealing book, all the more so for being based on real life.” – Kirkus Reviews on Lost! A Caribbean
Sea Adventure
“We recommend it for: teen readers seeking an antidote to Stephenie Meyer and the Twilight
movement; fans of Laurie Halse Anderson’s powerful YA catalogue; adults who appreciate colourful,
credible storytelling that lilts with sonic appreciation.” – Paper Based review of Musical Youth
“For its thoughtful rendering of complex issues such as gender, class, migration and death, for the
swiftness of Hillhouse’s prose, and especially for the captivating personality with which she endows the
title character, readers will be instantly drawn to this narrative…Hillhouse has crafted a story that adult
and young readers alike can enjoy, that truly captures the spirit of Antigua’s recent past.” – Dr. Natasha
Lightfoot on The Boy from Willow Bend in the Antigua and Barbuda Review of Books
“With Grace explores a Caribbean space richly woven with magic, mystery, and fantasy – an engaging
fable not only for young readers but any reader poised for a new reading experience that twists and
turns on a suggestion of allegory.” – Alscess Lewis Brown – editor, the Caribbean Writer
“Hillhouse’s authorial voice is lyrical and descriptive. … The universe of this novel is not only populated
with intergenerational and multi-cultural characters but also with connections to ancestors and
newborns. Compellingly, the complexity and depth of Oh Gad! is well disguised as easy beach reading

with the usual soap opera formula of romance, political intrigue, family feuds, and the like. In this way,
Hillhouse masterfully transports us back and forth from our modernity into the mythic yet real seat of
Antiguan culture. What we find there is fascinating.” – Leah Creque-Harris in Caribbean Vistas
“Hillhouse’s pen documents the cultural tapestries of a society that is evolving and simultaneously
experiencing the concomitant issues relating to change that are associated with evolution.” – Valerie
Knowles Combie, Professor, University of the Virgin Islands, The Antigua and Barbuda Review of Books
“Joanne Hillhouse deserves to be better known…I believe that as the word spreads, she will be widely
recognized as an important Caribbean writer doing distinctive work.” – Jamaican Professor emeritus
University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica and former Poet Laureate of Jamaica
Read more reviews of Joanne C. Hillhouse’s creative work.
Books:

Book summaries and publisher links here.
Joanne C. Hillhouse blogs at Jhohadli and Wadadli Pen
Author contact: Joanne at jhohadli at gmail dot com

